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Abstract

A

N.

Design, Analysis and-RepQrting Consideratiht When
ANCOVA-type Techniques Are Used in,Evaluation Settings

James L. DiCostanzo R. Tony EiChelberger

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsblirgh

'Educational researchers often utilize ANCOVA-otype techniques
Nto assess th,e_effects of innovative programs implemented in naturalistic

se ings. TAB paper delineates and describes analysis and repotting
,

4 . .co siderations for the application of ANCOVA-type techniquts- in. public
JI . .,

sehool settings, based primarily on a review and critique of the national

Follow'Through evaluation. The general areas that are discussed include:
t

1. Relating the specific research hypotheses, the results,
ofthe corresponding ANCOVA data analyses, and the
general evaluation question(s). ''''' -

c

a /i

/ ,

2. Defining. tie variables, describing_,. th4 ratio ale and{'
rprocedure for selecting them eAsure, and siftecifyitig.

.the relationships among the measures, va- ables,
. ,

and evaluationitiestions.,
-

3. Stating the criteria otilized to decide who er a speci-
fic ANCOVA analysis should be made and interpreted.

I Delineating the criteria utilized to deter line whether
st a covariate is to be included in a spkcifi analysis:

DesCribing in detail. the diffeiept groups included in
the ANCOVA analyses, and thabgroups' ducationalf .,experience .-

I
.

41.

s

4

.Eachortbese fi .e,general topics contains n merous suggest
, , . i

designed to assist the reader of reports utilizing AN OVA-type tec
. .

t,
.
o: (a) assess* the appropiittenehs of We technique applied, (b) ex.

.--
possible alternative interpretationcof the,-results, a d (c) place he

t ,

author's Conclusions in a r4ore accurate perspective A speci effor

is needed by researchers to indicate the limited nat.
as well as its strengths, so that ambre balanced de

4 .and its effec s is presented to a decision maker.

-

of an valua on
criptio, of a prog ram/



Design, Analysis and Reporting Considerati s When
,ANCOVA'-type Techniques Are Used in.EhluatiOn Settin

Since the early 1960's, the federal government has authorized
5,

and funded numerous social actioh programs, many df which focused on

compensatory eduCation. The eliabOations of these prograin'a have usually

been attempts to implaftent an experimental paradigm designed to 'maximize

-internal validity. -Since manipulation of important variables is rarely,
if ever, possible,(andoften not appropriate) in evaluation settings, some

-type of analysis of covariance (ANCOV-A) technique is frequently utilized

to compensate statistically for the lack of experimental control.

Use and interpretation of the ANCOVA technique is extremely

complex, requiring that numerous assumptions and conditions be Met
... .

if -meaningful interpretations are tb be applied to_.
educational settings. I

'**These assumptions are never,precisely met,.in an evaluation setting., so. _

the extentiof the deviations a-nd their impact'on meaningful interpretations
.

must be assessed and preiented in ttie evaluation.,
.

The purpose of this paper is to indidate' specific information
that should be included in an ievaluation report when:INCOVA-type.tech-

,

,_, r--`niques are 'used,to enable theveaderto.,accurately assess the.adequacy
of the technique and the 'appropriateness of the evaluator's interpretation

..
_.- .

. ?.-of tie results.. Specific examples of the kinds of.prdblems'ttiat arise
whin: collecting data in. scCol settings are described to illustrate the 1

need for this additional information'. ,6uggestionsloralternative ways
. -

, ;,of presenting the needed information in an evalqation report -are
.

included. . . , . . A,

and discussed.

.

- .

. 'The comments sand suggestions made in this 'paper-follow pri- III.L a ..`wmarily from a'reView and critique of the longitudinal evaluation of the..
. ,- *.

national Follow Through,program,, this evaluationtis an excellent
etarnple'of the application of anANCOVA-type analysis technique in a

. 1Wiypicaleyalnation'setfing. Be-cause opts scope and,duration, the Follow
,

. . -'
.0.

O

. -

°
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'Through' eyaltiation encountered many of the problems that re typiCally
.

experienced b evaluators using this technique: :.

' National Follow Through`Program

A bref historical sketch of the national Follow ThrOugh program

mkt its chan ng purposes is needed to understand .and appreciate the
fnethodologi al issues discussed in the remainder of this- paper.. In
1966 there Were -indications that Head Start, a federally-junded cOmpen:.

satoKy education program for disadyantaged preschool;childen, was
having some ,positive effects, but that the effects did not endure through:

the early elementary school years. The Follow.ThrOugh (PT) program
was plinned as a massive service program, aid was designed to extepx1

compensatory education (similar to that afforded'the Heat! Start

children) fronit kindergarten thrbugh g rade three (Johnson, 1967). When

FT was originally funded, only $15 million was appropriated for two

years, rather than the $120 million that was,expected: Follow Through

then became a planned variation experiKent in which diverse types of.
innovative programs were implement6t1 in various sites throughout the 4. ti

U.S. Rather than as6igning_ progi4ms to sites or projects, participating'

local districts, in cooperation with the programs' sponsors, 'AM
allowed to select the instructional model to be impleerked in their/
project.' Although this procedure later caused some methodological
problems, it is probably more representeative of the operation Of U.S.

/
a public schools than is the random assignment of programs to sites..

In the initial two years of the FT program (117-68 and 0;68-69),

`. the evaluation focus watvtiomevihat confused, due primarily to the change
#in the program emphasis from service to a planned variation experiment,.

and the associated administfative problems. In 1968-69, several
purposes for the national' Follow Through evaluation were delineated,

-including;
'.

1.- Assessing prograi0i4rnpact on pupils? parents,
schools., and community (Emrtck, Sorenson
Stearns, 1973, p/

t

5
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,

2. Assessing relative effectiveness of different pro- , .
grants ..and program approaches (Sorensen &
1969, p.

3. Establishing criteria effectiveness and success
' of the national t'T program. (Sorensen & Madow,

1969, p..4),
In this pper, we are concerned with selected aspects of these

1three purposes, which deal with the impact of the FT programs. These
'purposes were accomplaished, to- allarge extent, using ANCOVA.

Approximately 60.S,f the 170 local projects Sepresenting 12 of

22 FT sponsor models were included in the national FT evaluation. In

each FT school district, students identified as similar to those partici--
pating in FT comyrfsed the Non-Follow Through ('NFT) sample, and

were tested on a regular basis by Stariford Research Institute (SRI), the

organization contracted to collect all 3 evaluation data When compar-

ablestudents could not be identified locally, a comparison or control
group from a neighboring' school distfict was identified and tested.

Noncomparability of the FT and NFT groups at a pasrticular site was
4often a result of the sc 1 distr.ict's policy of assigning the most dis-

,advantaged children'to the FT program. Ncrcomparability, for this and
other reasons; was an on-going problem in the evaluation that the use
of ANCOVA attempted to alleviate.

Decision makers associated with the early years of FT were .

confidentthat the prOgraiQ would have a marked impact on the, partici-
:.

pating children. Richard Egbert, the origiinal FT Directtr, ind. cated
that the evaluation design was based onthe-ccurvt-clic-nthall*

,..,
. .

cbildren's 4 evelopmerit would be A, markedly superior
as to be readily demonstrated on measures of achieve-
ment, .cognition, self - concept, social maturation, and.,, capacity to fu,nction independently. Follow Through
a °An was born *also trom the convictio.tra that unless
a h substantial diftkrenceswere manifest, ti-ii really
0

mas.sive increases in spending that would be'required'
could not be justified (19'73, p. 25),

6
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Theie convictions seem tohave resulted in less concern with detail5 of
,the design, since any reasonable evaluation of FT would.readily show

the impact and effectiveness of the program.
The Fir evaluation-has Vacillated in emphasis from a decision

orientation ofidentifying the "'best" mode/(s) overall, to a descriptive
I

orientation in which different effects of individual. models would be des-

cribed. Initially, SRI was aV/arded an evaluation contract/to identify the -

most effective program model.(s) and to provide descAptive information

to project administrators and other_ school administrators. At various

times, it was decided that a consumer's guide, which 'would list indi-
vidual Sponsor's objectives and the degree to which the objectives were

met, was to be produced by SRI. Since 1972, the major objeCtive of the
.

national FT evaluation tias been to identify the successful model(s) and

to document the impact of the niodels oh pupils. An ANCOVA-type pro-
*cedurehas been utilized for this purpose.
SRI and Abt Associates, the major contractors for the longitu-.

.dinal evaluation of the impact.of FT, have produced four reports, The

-SRI report covered the interim years of FT, 1969-71. Abt Associates
have producedthree/repOrts 'covering the years 1972 through 1975.

.

The SRI report (Emrick et al.; 1973). and the most.recent.Abt report
tStebbin's, 1976).will be used for illuative purposes in this paper.

Analysis of Covar ce EANCOVA)

As indicated above; ANCOVA is often used in evaluation

settings where it is difficult or impossible to control experimentally

alternative explanations of educational outcomes. In situations where

its use is appropriate, it allows groups to-be compared on a criterion
variable that has been adjusted on a set of concomitant variables, .or

covariatea. Statistically, ANCOVA is used to increase the precision

of the analysis by taking advantage of the linear relationshipi between

. the dependent variable(s) and the coVariate(s). ',in order:for ANCOVA
r

.

t

I,
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to be unambiguously used, however, its assumptions and concittions must

be precisely met. Failure to_so so may distort the results in ways that
shake their interpretation equivocal, if not meaningless. 1

We believe that the consumer of the evaluation report must be
..

able to: (a) as,sessplire appropriatenyss of ANCOVA whenever it is used,

and, (b) examine possible alternative interpretations of the results.
For these purposes, information regarding the conformity or nonconformity

to, the assumptions and. conditions of ANCOVA; and otherinforination that

would enable alternative interpretations of the results to be made, must
be available in the report.

401ajor Areas of Concern

We have delineated some information we' believe is necessary

for the reader to achieve the two purposes stated, above, and we have

organized it into five topical areas. Each area is focused by one or more

ciestions that the evaluator should address. The national evaluation of

the FT progra'm hAs been examined as a typical application of ATCOVA

in an evaluation setting. Reports of-this evaluation effort will be used

'to illustrate the point that we will make in each section.

1. How are the specific research hypotheses investigated and
the results Of the corresponding ANCOVA data analyses
related tcthe general evaluation question(s)'
It is generally accepted that po empirical process coinpletely

assesses an event, And evaluation is no exception. With limited resources,

1 Abt Associates' evaluation report (Stebbins, 1976) discussed
several problems associated with the analysis of data' collected in the FT
evaluation setting. We have selectively drawn examples from that re-
port to illustrate our points, and as a result, our paper tends to empha-
sizi only the Most questionable analysis and reporting. procedures in the
Abt report. Abt had the very difficult task of attempting to draw conclu-
sions from a complex non - experimental setting. See Appendix A for a-
brief statement of Abt's view of their role and situation (Stebbins, 1976,
A-46ift

I
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especially of tirne, money, and per'sonnel, evaluation can only address
some aspects o'f a general evaluation 'quesficm,

/ , ita

An evaluation defined by the specific research questions'or
. .hypothesel thatare investigated. The.selection of hypotheses to .be

'tested or question-s to be addressed is the rksult of a reasoning process
that,links theresearch hypotheses to the general question. TheThe expli-

cation of this reasoning process, or,rationaleft, permits the reatiei.c..o4 the
4.,

evacuation report to identify and assess_the components that arVicluded

as well as those that are not, in order to answer the seneral evaluation' Aquestion. This explication is crucial, especially in large-scale evalua-
tions w1-...gre the inferential process relating Ihv overall qustion to the

specific research '-iv;.iotheses is not obvious.

, One of the gene ral irnpact'questions delineated by SRI*Emrick

et al. , 1973) for the national FT evaluation was, :'How effective is

Follow Thrpugh as a method of improving the life chances of participating

children'>" (p. 72). Three.research questions concerned with the
p

academic performa,nc of FT pupils and attituciinal changes of their

parents and teachers were delineated to airess this general question.

,

#

How these academic performance and attitudinal change vari-

ables relate to improved :ife chances is not immediately ap ?rent. A 4, .

art- tionale that relates them is needed to enable the reader to gain an ko--,i.
) --01. -,, .,--

appropriate perspective for viewing the c{valuation results. Cohen and,..,*'

(..G ret (1975) describe one ime of reasoning in their article on social-
I e T

vo lic research:

2In an evaluation thevriables utilized are usually specified at
three different levels. First, the general area of focus, si{chlis progra
impact on participants or program effectiveness, is delineated. Next,
the specific aspects of the area of interest that are, to be investigated
are specified as the questions to be addressed. Finally, each question
addressed by one or more statistical analyses. We are calling, these
levels: (a) the general, or overall, evaluation question-s, 1_)) the rc-
search questions, and (c) the statistical hypotheses, which are

9 operationalized by the actual data analyses carried out.

9



Iii the late 1950's and early 1960's, fo example, a
national policy concerning educational opportunity Began

,

to -Make shape. It rested partly on the idea that poverty,
_ unemployment and,delinquency resulted from the absence

41!°
of particular skills and attitudes ---reading ability, motif
vationto achieve in school and the like. There was also
an assumption that schools incul5ated these skillE and
attitudes and that iiccfkilring them would led to economic
and ,occupational success. In other words, this policy

.

'..,
assumed that doing well in schools led to doing well in

...) t life. (p. 21) -

By ecifying the rationale, the 'evaluator clarifies the view-
.

Point on which the/evaluation is based, and enables thp reader to under-

stand the intentions' of the evaluation._ Whether theseader agrees wit'h

the evaluator's.logic or not, we believe that scrutinyef.it is necessary
for the reader to assess and interpret adequately the evaluation repoyt

- - r-
and the conclusions drawn from the investigation.

The need to specify the litik between the Statistical research
; ,

hYpOtheses and the overall evaluation queA stions has been discussed.

t. Similarly, specifying the relationship between the statistical hypotheses
'actually tested and the corresponding telle4rch hypOtheses is needed.

Often the.statistical hypotheses tested are not stated in th\e evaluation
report. I,p evaluation studies or analyses that are not complex, the

specific hypothesis that is, tested can easily be inferred from ai,desc.,rip-
tion of; the analysis perforined. This is a, much more difficult task when

trultip4le dependent and concomitant variables ark analyzed, or numerous

analyses are used to investigate each research question.
Abt Associates' national evaltation.of FT (Stebbins, 1976) is .

a good example of a complex evaluation utilizing numerous sophisticated

analyses. An example from this evaluatioi follows that illustrates the
problem and indicates an approach for dealing with it. One of the

general evaluation questions addressed in their report was, "Does Follow
-Through have a greater impact on disadvantaged, children than do

regular school programs "1" (Stebbins, 1976, p. A-8). The kni),Cct

10



comparingquestion was addressed by.a number of ANC94/A analyses comparing

FT with local, best - match, and national FT groups.. These resultly
f l.

are reported in what are callr Summary of Effects tables (see Table 1
rfor sample).

1

Insert Table 1 about here
.

Fifteeik analyses were made for each Follow Tlirough site re-/ported -- one for each variable listed in Table ,l. Ari example of a re-.

search question might be stated as:
Is the mean reading achievement teirt-score of partici-
pating` FT students greater than that of NF'f' students
when the effects of:

a. Fall kindergarten WRAT
b. First language
c. Family income
d. ---lighes4roccupation in family
e. Ethnic membership
f. Sex
g. Entry age
h. Missing data code for WRAT
i. Missing data code for income
j. Missing data-code for occupation

are statistically 'controlled (where reading achievement
is *definedaas the Total Reading score of the Metropolitan
Achievement lest, wlfich is' comprised of the Word
Knowledge and - Reading subtests)?

As indicated in Table 1, comparisons were made between the
FT students at each site and three diffelent NFT groups: local, best-

..

match, and pooled. Nine of these comparisons deal directly with the
, qUestion of impact on reading: tree each for Total Reading, Word

Knowledge and Reading. The latker two df these are subtests that make
up the Total Reading score. Of course, riere of The six comparisons

involving the Word Knowlidge and Reading subtests are independent

of the Total Reading Comparisons, but this tis not -specified in -the table .

of effects or associated discussion.
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4. I

When the Specific research hypothesis addressed.or the stati-s-,

e, -hypothesis ae ually tested is 'not stated, the teadeil is 'left with tI%
, 4, 1 'I .. # V.' ..

vague jaripression that everytRing,t,hat -shotbild have been controlled was
. , ..

controlled, and the numerous comparison:3 reported must hay.e assessed
. .

the F.TIorbt rarri elact.s of reading rather comprehenS.Lyely. We are,, ,,, .. ._
,

A

44 1. sure tfiat,the authors did not mean to leave .that impression? and. they
,

. -
leave,,that

surne,d that any sophisticated iteader, would interpret th.eir analys'es

a d interpretations approprilie17.afid with much iaution-- given the
.

numerous caveats and e4platattons inclvded ill the first part ol'the re-

port.
.. .. 1

But, 'in any 400, page report with an additional 40() pages of ,
1. -.

,appendiceso the reader will have difficulty figuring out ,how the scores
.. 1. .

. .

that define reading were obtained, what they repeesent,- and whai, the

evaluators think i4ig yfik present. ,Th same problem exists for eachof
,1

the ten or more covailliates. ,

,

This isea complek and difficult prOlilern faced by every evalu-

atorat one time or another, and we do not want'to address issues aboiint

the role of evaluation and' of evaluation reports. concern is that

evaluation reports describe as- clearly as possible the eva,luation'activi-

ties undertaken to answer the g,enera.1 evaluation questions and commuiiii

cite as precisely as;Possible the relationships between the. general

ation questions, the research hypotheses, and the statistical hypotheses

actually tested. Amb uity in a mass,ive,'complex evaluation tends-to

communicate to the reader that. everything was done that could possib14...,
3

be done and the evaluator''s 'conclusions are the "best" interpretations, if
,

.not the only apprOlriate interpretations of the data. There are always

pressures to make the evaluation as convincing as possible,, w hether

positi'e or egative results are obtained. This often result's in 'gross

overstatements of findings or the confidence 'one' should :nave in t e, find=

ings, and.does not .Tepres,ont well the situation that is being evaluated,

I3y secifying6he general.*evaluation questions, the research and the ,

statistical hypotheses, and the evaluator's view 0he relationships

12
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(el .

among therriliboth the strengths and weaknesseanra complex evalliatiOn

can be clarified. The limited empirical information presented the

r.. eesultant evaluation report can then be used appropriately by deci
.'

. -

sion makers and bernore useful to educational p`rofessiorials;.
,

Z. Are the va.riables_defined, the Tationale and the pro-
cedure for selecting the measures described, and:are,
rthe,relationships among the measures, variables, S,nd
evaluation questions specified?
In general, three relationships are f concern in the meai3ure-

mentarea: (a) variable/domaizi, (b)
. ., , . -- 4,

..,

(c) inst/tunent/domain Each Orthse has, associated with it an itiferen-.

..
. ..

tial gap that -must be bridged in order to relate directly the empirical. e
,, , . ' .. ,
results to the intendedpurposes_of the eyaliiation, The rationales that

, ..

/variable, and

delineate the se'relationships must by siecified in the retiort so the

reader can best assess the adequacy of the instrumentation.
A major issue in the measurer?ent area is the conflicting

, considerations related to,e Importance andScope (Stufflebe Foley,..
;

Gepharf,, Guba, Hammond, Meriiman, & Provu, 1971) of the data

'collected and reported, "Importance" deals with ,emphasizinithe most .. ...40*

\

..
important informaSion and eliminitifigtt-t_ is not valued.- 'Scope". ....

',' . --___ ;
. . , 1,

. , is.the concern about the entire range or the FompreheniiVene-se_eof the
-- , .

information included in the evaluation: Decisions must be made 3bout

each possible- type of evaluative information and datum. As decisions
r.

are made about dorrtains, variables, and measures, practical considera-
.

tioris of time, money, adequacy of meaiurement-Procedures, and'the
like tend to limit the evaluation to the most impornt variables and

7 :401e
measures. At the same timeconcerns about adequately fulfilling the
purposes of the-evaluationtend to expand its scope.-

44 13
,
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cIn the national FT 'evaluation, two domains ( ognitive and
3

noncOgnitilie) Were identified for 'student outcOnts. ome of the vari-

able's and measures used to assess domains are listesi in Table 2.

Ins'rt Table 2 ab:o'ut bete

All measures used in an evaluation must be specified and des-
,

cribed, and the specific variables constructed from these measures

Fust be defined. The specification of the variables and the measures

of them can usually be done e 'fly by using a table such as Table 2.

When the variables are defined as tests or subtests of standardized tests,
.

a short description of thetest is usually adequate to enable the reader to

understand hOw each ,variable is eir .),operationally defined.

W.henever an evaluation is plannt, a wide range of domains

and variables are initially identified for possible inclusion. Often

domains, variables, and measures are excluded during the selection

dproc ss. h e evaluation contractor is usually most knowledgeable about

the conapromises and deletions that are made. A discussion-of. this,

selection process is seldom, -if ever, included in ail evaluation report.
Thus, the best thinking about this problem and the rationales for the

decisions are lost to the field and to society. They are alio not available

to the readers, including major decision makers in Congress, who !seed

that information so that they can more appropriately assess the relative
value and importa.icsof the conclusions of an evaluation report as they

relate to decision alternatives.

3SRI identified two domains (cognitiveand noncognitive) as
6 opposed to the three domains lbasic skills, cognitive conceptual skills,
and affective) identified by Abt. In this paper, we will deal only with
th co'gnitive/noncognitive distinctiori - -'even though the three domains
more adequately match the different sponso'rs' obj.ectives;

14



An e39,mple/of such a vital discussion appeared in De gn for

the dndividualizej Instruction Study (Cooley & Leinhardt, 1975b). The

first two pages of their rationale for excluding noncognitivevariables 1

their evaliiation design are included as AppendixBig this paper. It indi-

cates the steps that were ollwed and the criteria they used to arrive

a their recommendation., In Section 3 of heir report, Cooley and
t

einhardlt present their rationale for using a standa,rdized achievement
1.

test to as,sess cognitive outcomes. The criteria utilized to.compare pos-,

sik)le tests are delineated. The actual test reviews are included in gh
.(' . .

appendix 9f their report, where' subtests of each achievement battery,

the psychometric characteristic, the normsi available, and othfi charac-

teristics are described. Howevej there is very little discussion'by the

authors of the inadequaciesvof the test baltery that was to be used in the

evaluation.

, This example gives .a rationale for the domains, va4ables, and

measures to by included in-this- evaluation. The_ relationships bdtween

the variables and domains and between the measures and variables are

(

descr4bed. In ou\ view, it would have been helpful to indicate more fully\

the strengths and inadequacies of the 'achievement battery in assessing
Jthe specific variable; and the cognitive, or a'chievementdorpain.

IP I. i 1

. Since neither Abt nor SRI described the procedures aid rationales
\ la 4

. that led to delineating the variables and. measures utilized in the' FT evalu-

ations, we.felAve identified some aspects that seem to have.,been considered.

1. i' Follow Through is an attempt to extend the posi-
tive effects of the Head Start program_

d similar to those investigated in the Head Start
.,- evaluation should be included. .,

2. Follow Through atiy, compensatory education pro-
, gram has as its primary emphasis the improvement

of students' basil skills, which in the first three
grades are reading ancLmathematics. I



o.

3. The 2?FT sponsqa have discernably different
approaches to early childhoOd education.
Doma . and variables were identified from their
main plgram objectives. 0

4. Given the arrioun* of time and money allocated for
the FT' evaluation, only the most imports-int and
useable variables could be investigated!, Thus;
some important variables that are of interest could
not * incliI`ded because valid and reliable measures

ethem were not available'.9

- t A disCussijn.of,:each of the considerations used to make eci-

siorks and judgments-on the adequawoofthe-dorpains and variables is
4.

neekt-, if the complex analyses an, interpretations are to be meaning-

. fully tindersfood and utilized. The evaluation report should indicate how.fully
and otl)cr 'consideritions affected variable selection, and should ( 1

4 -,s'e- .5 'es

include the rationales for the choices made. When these considerations

are not included in a large complex evaluation, the reader is often left

with the irrNiression that all important domains and variableswere in-

cluded-in the evaluation, and the measuies used did adequately' (and .

t.comprehensively) represent them.
4

The two areas discussed above (Questions 1 and 2) are of-a

general nature, i. e., they are not litnited in relevancyrto evaluations in

which ANCOVA is used. The remaining three areas deal directly with -

the application and interpretation of ANCOVA in evaluation settings.

These thrpe areas are concerned with (a) criteria for deciding whether
A

a specific 'analysis'should be madeand interpreted; (b) criteria for

deciding whether a particular covariate should be inclNded in an analysis.;.

arid, (c) the characteristics of the-groups being corm/tired, and their

educational' experiences: The boundaries of these th.Ae discussions

are somewhat arbitrary in)nature, since the topics do overlap. The

functional problem of whether an anitlysiS produces 4terpretabi. results

eAls on meeting the .ANCOVA assumptions, on the specific.
4 s

ariates

iric uded in the analysisl, and on th:C comparability of the grouRs (quer,-

tion 3, 4, and 5, discussed beloW),

, 16.
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3. What criteria were utilized to decide if a sPec fic
ANCOVA analysis should be Made and interpr ted?

(a) .To what extent does each comparison :meet these
criteria?

.
(b) What are the effects on-the interpretahon of re

sults of the failure to meet the criterfa?
,-

Y

- The primary reason that ANCOVA-type p1ocedures are used

in evaluation settings is to adjUst for or statisticjilly control,other
, ..

iikely.explanations for the outcomes that are assessed. Spch alterna-
,4

. .

tive eacpla-nations are still present after the analirsei have been c

pleted, whether.or not randomization
AL,

as used When theeis litti
F

no experimental control -- such as in naturalistic field,evailuations

otitcorries are more difficult to interpret and explain.*
** ,

In naturalistic field settings, such as FT, deviations from the

assumptions and conditions necessary to apply and interpret ANCOVA

with some degree.of precision are often present. = The evaluator muse / ,

attempt to' assess the extent ofthe deviations and to"delineratecriteria

for deciding when a specific analysis should not beinterpreted... Establish-

I

ing the specific values for criteria is an admittedly subjeCtive .process,
4

as there is little guidance available in the literature.,
, These values

must be based on the purposes of the evaluation and on the specific .situa-

tions) in which the evaluation is occurring. In thie' seciion, we discuss

several criteria that should be considered, and how the. utilization :night

be reported.
he first consideration that must be made, especially in 'a

longitudi al evaluation, is whether the dati in hand are representative of

4Implicit in much of the literature on ANCOVA is that it should
t not be used in non-experynental situations, but this is extreme. SeleC-

tive application and cautious interpretation are a more practical and use-
ful approach to using the and other statistical method-8.

1
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the situation being evaluated. In the FT evaluation, attrition was often
. -

a rriajor problem.. After three to four years, less thek) 25 percent' of the
F

initial FT sample.had complete data in some sites. A criterion that was
irnplemented'by theAbt evaluation t was that both the FT. and NFT

:

groups be comprised of at least 12 students. This sm011sample size

would, of course, .overfitth
to ten covariates were used,-

' explicitly stated. The actual

statistical rintdel, especially when seven

but at least the criterion Va-lue (12) was

%ample sizes of the samples included in

specific anafy;es can u *ally be presented in a table summarizing the
repkilts (or "effects", iri Abt's'terrninology). sample size,

this table should repOrt whit proportion of each site's participating

students comprise its -sarnpa The size of this proportion directly influences

the appropriateness of dur conclusions/drawn from the analyses. The ,

question of proportionof participants needed is a related but complex
concern that will not be addressed here, but should be considered in each
evaluative setting.. Othei considerations that might be of concernare
discussed in thq final section of this pa-per...

. , .. ,A' second set of criteria are the assumptions of ANCOVA., The,'

considerations that are usually iu-IpO`rtant were identified it Abt's
.

, ''

f

The covariates are uninfluenced by treatment;
'

2. The distrilltrtiOn of the covariates is not rossly
different acrcifes groups; `f

S. The relationships between, covariates And criteria-
are the same (homogeneous); and,

4. The covariates, are perfectly reliable.
(Stebbins, 1976, p. sk-58)

-Each of theseassurriptions was investigated or discussed_ in

bit's evaluation report. The first assumption was investigated by re-'
running;ANCOVA cOmparisonis without the one covariate (WRAT) that.

tthpy felt.coUld be influenced by the.treitment. Violation of this assumr;,

,meant that the portipp of the treatment effect that was confounded
. ,

with WRAT was being inapproptiate , removed. The report states:



-.-

If the WRAT is influenced by the first fewweeks of
treatment, one might expect pretept adjustments to

`handicap the FT children, To test this we removed the
// WRAT from the covariate set and reran the local analr-

se,s. The results of thes "no-WKAT covariate" analy' -

. k ' 4,s'ep do not differ in any important waays fiorn analyses
which included WRAT as a covariati. We conci4de 'from

' this comparison that the WRAT- is probably not hindering. 14_,

., our analyies of program effects.
(Stebbins, 1976, p>ii:-....519):' , :

. - - . .r .... .
.The rerunning of the ANCOA analyses for each site was use- «

..' .

'ful in'addr.essing whether thelu,se of-the available WRAT ata as a, co-
r . .

Variate ffecteClitiie reitilti obtained and eoriclusfons r ortedi It (ise

, / ,
1;.. important 10 notit ttCat ciroppingany, cine-of ,texiinterrelat covariates is

i. a- *1 . -

, .. ti'nl&ely to affeetyie resulti`of an analysis. 'Dropping WRAT doet
4

, - .not dtrectly.addres4 the assuMption'that the covariates were not in-
.1

. ' - .

. fluenced by treatment., This., assumption could be attended more directly

by jiving, the'p,'retest ea'r'lier, such as in,theprevioas year, before the
. °

v.t. .. ,

Trogfam -was implemente?1,.orin _the first tWoAyeeks of program imple-
. i. VA ; /

. ' 1 j.,

inerrtation.cOr, it:01.1/1 -be. a.ddresseclin a.pilo,t study befoZe,the evalua-

tion its w
,

. 4.idertaken.'' .4, ,
. -

1

'
Our own experiences:at the Learning -Research and Development.' , , i . ..

k '

'Center iLRID.) have .convinced tis.that much learning.aes'as.sess'edlzy .
' 7 m` \

0 inper and reneiA.a.chi,eevmezit tests, occurs n the first few weeks. of ou;
.program. Ii a: study, in Pipsbutgh area schools (Eichelberiget,

4 DiCostanzd,. 44 Evaluatiod Staff,- 1945), students using the LRDC curricula
.. .

f-. . 1

' s im il.i r, t o 'tli a t used' in F.T-,;.yere assessed in. the, sixth week' of school.(as
, , , ,-... . . , '

.. were a group of sirtilar-students) using the Metrbpolitan Readiness Test , .
. i . -

,- " (MRT),. -the results obtained!are reported, in Table 3. These results
. i

, i ci ...
1,...e

A

4 Insert Table 3 about ,here

indicate that the three ,scools using he LRDC curricula diltrinig the

first -six,wee/is of kindergarten scored much higher than similar
4'



t

\ 4

. .
1,

,
. . ,..,,: A

. . .

students who had ,not used that curricula: These .results suggest proh-
.

lierns with the ass.urnptiori that..the fall kindergarten WRAT stores were
, , .

unaffected by six weeks, treatment. .
.,-- ° .

I If the pretest was differentially affected by the treatments in
_,

FT, use of the ANC\OVA-liker-procedUres for test other assumptions and *
* .

to adjust FT and NE't group differences in that evaluation' might result

in inappropriate conclusions. ElashOff,(1969) suggested that analysis

of variance be conducted on the covariate to test the assumption, bur
in the situation where testing occurs after four to six weeks of school,
that procedure does net directly address. the issue of the,comparability

of the, groups prior t8 treatment. The implications df the failure to meet

the assumption have not been well delineated at this time; and deserve
more careful consideration by evaluators using this technique.

If the evaluator's conatn is to assess the effect of using a speci-
,

fic.covariate (such as the'VRAT) on the results obtp.ined, Alien rerunning

the analyses (irithOut the WRAT) is useful. Whenever the "no-WRAT co-.

variate" analyses result in changes in conclusions for a spqcific
son, those results should be reported. The two sets of ANCOVA analyses

might be performed at some specified level of significance (such as .05),

sit- and presentp-d in a way that would reflect the different resultsthat were
obtained.- ,When such a large number of reanalyses are'made, itis, of,
course, important to note the number of differences,found significant
as a propb'rtion of'the total number of comparisons made within each

program or sire. r
The second assumption we will disc uss L.that the'covariates

were rn,eb.sured without error --has,b.een theoretically -.studied, but

What is )(mown has seldom been applied in evaluation studies. Conclu-
.

sions about educational programs drawn frbm empirical data may not
N. .

repre.sent the situation because-of sampling error., w ch is estimated
. ,

from repeated use of the same rheasu rement proced,ur The conclu-

sions may also be misleading about specific variables, such as a.cademiePh
..

ka '

20
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avnievement, becausethemeasvreli it arsess impqrtant

aspects of 'the Variables. 1NAither of th'ese problems cap be solved with
-

'great, confidence in an applied, settink,- so the complex adjustments are

not attempted and the inaftquaCies in measuring the variables are over-

looked.
`

There is also a tendency to overlook what 'Coleman, Campbell,

Hobson, McPirtla nd, Mood, Weinfeld and 1'i:irk (l966) called mea:suie-

ment error. Measurement error
...includes such errors, among others, as

ambiguities in definitions and in the, questionnaire,
failur,e to obtain required inforrr)ation from respon-
dents, obtaining inconsistent information, mis-
takes in clerical coding andltediting, errors occurs-
ing during the Machine proceitng operation, afid

tabulation errors. (Colemari et ar-, 1960,, p. 561)

In other words,' it cannot be assumed that demographic' and other "con-'

cretet' defscrii5tiv'e data are-measured without

In Abt's FT evaluation the authors indictted that:

., Variables such as sex, ethnicity, income, occupa-
tion, education, language, and age are all measured
with a minimum of error. It is only the pretest which
poses a problem. (Stebbins, 1976, -60)

With problern that exist in most self-repoi lata -- especially about

variables like income and occupation among the to S,ES'group -- it is

importanthat estimates of these data's reliability be obtained and re,-

ported when they are used as cAlvariates, (see Elkshoff, 1969; Lord, 962),

An illustration of the difficulties that often arise in measuri g-
what seernto be absolute entities, occurred-in a study at'Ll'tDC. The

size of each,classroollt utilizing,the LA TIDC program was to bemeasured

15y makjpg'a sketch of the claertiiin area with the dimensions specified.

Usually,` this was done only once, because we felt we could reasonably

, assume that it is measured with a minimum of error: On one Occasion,

'the measurement of thetclaasroorns was asked for gain, in the same, year.4

t,The resu,lts were not at all consistent,,with shans as well as dkrnensions,
7

-4,
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changing. This experience 'has made us extremely cautious about he

accuracy of all types of data -- regardless of their presumed simplicity.

Coleman et al. (1940, in the "Equality of Educational Oppor-

tunity" study, empirically investigated the systematic Measurement
I.

error that resulted from selected pa'rts of their procedures. Evaluators

of all major longitudinal Studies should consider estimating and report-

ing the measurement error associated with their data.

In Abt's FT evaluation, the degree of error in the WRAT pre-

test was inves'tigated. The report" stated that:

The reliability of the pretest was calculated by each
Follow Through Sponsor -level simple by a measure
of internal consistency (coefficient alpha) and is on
the order of . 90 across these samples (see Apptndix

Table A2- 1). (Stebbins, 1976, p. A-60)

It is, of course, important to report the specifid values for each

group on which an analysis is run, because any,time the value is low,

the conclusions drawn from it must be interpreted with much caution.,

Even though 96 percent of the groups have very high reliability, specific

sites may fall within a large range of values. The reader needs to know

these values for specific analyses.
5 It would be helpful if theevaluator

initially set a reliability level (such as . 80) below which the covariate

would not be usr. 6 This does not preclude a later decision to include a

covariate that does not meet the criterion value, if there are un)que corn-

pelling reasons to do so. The reliabilities and associated cautions should

be reported, or at least noted,in the textkere the conclusions that they

affect are reported.

5We are unable to find reliabilities for the different Sponsor-
level samples in Table 2A-1 of our copy of the'Abt report, so we do not
know the actual range of values obtained. But in any large complex re-
port, there will be some errors and omissions. r

6See Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1972, for r.eview:, ,11 studies
that investigated this concern.

22,
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A related point that must be raised at this tiie is the ques-
tionable us,e of coefficient alphas an estimate of error in a covariate,
such as the WRAT. This is noteintended as criticism of Abt's' use of

it, given the type of data available to them anertheir general situation.
In'fact, Abt's attempts to investigate the adequacy pf the FT data for
the ANCOVA model are to be commended. But,, it is important that

better-methods be ideli?tified-and utilized for testing the assumptions

and setting appropriate criteria. 'Tukey {1954) and Wold (1956)

explicated problems that arise as data analysis moves from experimental.
to observational data, of which every researcher must be awire. Work
on these problems is needed for clarification of their implications for

decision-oriented research.
As previously' indicated, no criteria related to the first and -

fourth assumptions were specified andfgsed in the national FT evaluation,

although both assumptions were addressed.' The three criteria that the
Abt evaluation used and reported to indicate that "the adjustment pro-

.
duced by ANCOVA may be misleading" (Stebbin, 1976, A-71) were:

1. when the relationslp betskeen a given covariate
and outcome is different for the treatment and `
comparison groups being analyzed;

2. when the pretest difference between the treatment,
and comparison groups being analyzed is greater
than five points (about one-half of a standard
deviation); and

3. when the percent of those attending preschool in
each .,roup differed by more than 50 percent.
(p. A-72)

The first criterion is essentially the ANCOVA assumption that
the treatment grOUps have a common regr.eshion surface. The second is

an indication that the treatment groups were not drawn from populations

with the same covariate distributions. The third criterion could also
be viewed as questioning the assumption that the groups were initially

23`.
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siimilar. When any. of these condi ons existed foria comparison, or
of.compafisons, their correspo ding results wer1 e "greyed-out"

.

in.the effects table. -The specific c iterion values that were used ini.
gr'eying-out a particular comparison *re presented in the text of the

report, and which of thetie were violated in an analysis is specified in the

effects tables; This'is vastly stip4ior to presenting all information in
a tiable with no indication that some of the results are questionable.

tract, in certain situatio)as it mat be more appropriate to report only ,

thf. results of analyses that do meet aLl.of the minimum criteria, rather
theism merely "greying-out" certain results.,

Note that these three criteria have associated with,them explicit

.value.Sor de..ision ruleV.(such as statistical significance). Although the

reader may disagree with the specific values set by the evaluator, s/he
knot4,5 when the eV uator thinks the results are interpretable and what

the specific criteria .are -on whicn the decisions 'are based. Testing for

the.violation of the conditions and assumptiobt needed for meaningful

interpretation of ANCOVA results should be done in an experimental.

'setting; however, such testing is imperative in an evaluation or naturalistic
. .

setting, where naturally confotinded variables are alrribst certain to be
=W.

present, and little control of the situation is possible.
Considerations should not be limited, however, to those dis-

cussed and dealt with in this paper, or in the Abt report. Others, that may

be relevant rn your setting may Aot Lave, been included in the FT evalua-

tion. For example, can the criterion-covariate regression he expressed
in linear-form for each treatment grotip? If this condition is violated,
i.e., the data cannot be-transformed to linear form, comparison of two
estimated treatment means will be biased, Elashoff notes "that the

effect of nonlinearity is most severe when random assignment to groups

7See Campbell and Erlebacher (1970) for how this cart ead to .

erroneous conclusions.
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is not possible or protection against non-normality in the y's is loo4st"
(1969, pp. 390-391). This condition can be tested by examining increases

explained yariation when higher order terms ariii-ncluded in the re-

gression equation. Again, the evaluator should specify the eionet

criterion value for are test. 14

In summary, the evaluator of any program working in a

naturalistic settingwill find that the data available will deviate .from

assumptions and Conditions necessary for easy,inrpretation of ANCOVA. #,
results. By recognizing this fact before implementing the evaluation,
detailed guidelines can be designed based on thepurpose of.the 'evaluation

and the evaluation setting. As more data and knowledge,are gained ft-0m_

a program -- especially a longitudinal one -- modifications-in,these

criteria May be necessar y. But, these, - guidelines with titleir associated
-et

rationales, their subsequent changes, and their implications for the
.#-

conclusions drawn, are needed by the reader to,understancl and interpret

the results of an evaluatton.
4. What criteria were utilized to determine if a covartate

was,to be included in a specific analysis')

Too often covariates are included irstkliscrirninately in a sot of

ANCOVA analyses without knowledge of the local conditions or a th,eary of

how the variables interrelate. This Usually results in conservative esti-,

Rates of treatment effects, due to confounding of the covariates with

theetreatment. -We believe that the selection of covariates for an analy-

sis should be based o'r a logical rationale, preferably one that is a part

of a broader theoretical framework. Presenting the logical process used

to identify candidate covariates indicates that the evaluator,has.broadly
conceptualized the evaluation probler:). Also, unique conditions in a speci-

fic situatiort often require decisions to be made about the inclusion or"

exclusion of a'covariate in a specific analysis. In addition to a

theoretical basis for including covariates, guidelines for excluding them
are needed. These guidelines for including or excluding covariates

25t
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the previous section. /

All covariates that-were assessed in the evaluation and con-
, -

sidered for use in a'specific analysis should be listed in the repor.f.

The rationales k for their inclusion should also be presented.- This

point was discussed extensi4ly in section two of this paper;

In large complex evaluations, numerous, covariates are

assesseci, but the specific ones used in different analyses often vary. ..;
This variation is usually related to one ofthe ANCOVA assumptions
or conditions unique to the situation. When the results of ari ANCOVA

analysis are presented, a 'list of tiale covariates considered for use and
f

the reason for excluding any from the analysis should be repoied.
A hypothetical example of such a hit is presented in Table 4._

Insert Table 4 about here

The criteria to decide whether or not a covariate should be
included in a comparison should not be limited to the assumptions of

AIVCOVA.. For example, one Criterion not utilized in the Abt report

was the degree of relationship between the covariate and ouaome vari-
able. This is an important factor for assessing the eltectivenestrof
the covariate. Cox (1957) compared the precision of blocking versus

.covariance for diefent values of p, i. e., the correlation between the

covariate and outcome variable. Cox concluded that if p < . 0 4 ,

blocking is preferable to covariance analysis; if p > 0.6 covariance

is somewhat b7etter; and if p > 0.8 covariance analysis is apreciably"

setter. Although other factors affect this relationship, e. g., shape of
covariate distributions, it is an important consideration that should be

used as a criterion for judging potential covariates. This consideration
is, of course, secondary. to the purpose of the evaluation and the speci-

fic questions being addressed in any study.

26
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The general ipforrnartion.on choosing covariates that would

appear in a table.:13imilar tikTable 4 should be supplemented with the
, .

specific values of correlationeoefficients for the seleded tovariates.
This could be efficiently incorporated into a table exhibiting the infor-

Knation necessary for the treader to reconstrudt the regression equa-.:

¶ions of the comparison that were actually made. 4 pertinent
,tr ation can be found in the appendices of the SRI reportInSrick et al. ,
1973). In Tab. 5, the correlation with thettepdent variable, the raw

Ii I

"Insert Table 5 about here

regression weight, the standardized regression weight, and the
. . ,

't.s ndard error of the regression coefficient are listed for each
. .

. . ----

covariate. This should be accompanied by information.describinfrand

elaborating on the ANCOVA comparison made, such as,unadjusted and

adjusted outcome variable means, the standard error of the adjusted
difference, the sample sizes, and the actual results of the comparison
in the form-of a computed statistic or confidenc interval.

1

. To summarize', we have recommended that the evalua y- r411

- delineate a logical rationale for. the selection.of variables as candiditte.
cova riates, preferably b d on n;iverall theoreticl framework.-

'Guidelines should be delinea or deciding when covariates should
e=4. riot be included in an, alialysis. The criteria specified should litude,

7Nbut not be,limite to, the \ssumptions of ANCOV. The results of
this on proce s could be presented in a table simila) to Table'5.

t1, types of data that should be reported for each covariate

aSOrne indicatiOns that the adjusted have no 'intrinsic.e

`,Value,' and that'Compaiison of the means with their -associated unad-
. .

justed means is, not usually meaningful, .should be included in the re-
poit. Of coarse, the ference between the adjusted means is used
in the cOmputation of iistical sig4icnce.

27
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and comparison that allow the reader-to assess the ihterpretations de-

iiVed from the ANCOVA comparisons, have been discussed. In large

complex evaluation reports, WC, haVeoften foun very difficult to

identify the variables that were included in an analysis, let alone find
the reasons Whya parti't'ular variable was or was not included. Cri-

tesia that might be used to decide wlyich covariates to exclude from an

analysis, and methods for clearly presenting the ssciciateci information

in an evaluation repdrt, need further investigation'and development.

,5. Are the different roups included in the ANCOVA
analyses and 'their educational experiences described
adequately in the report'
Much of the technical information required to assess the

appropriateness of the interpretation of the evaluation results has been

specified in the preceding sections. We have commented on the need

1

for the evaluator to,: (a) link the data analyse .ind rearch hypotheses
to the general evaluation questions, '(b) specify and link the measures
and variables utilised in an evalidation to the domains of interest, (c)

"State the criteria used to decide if an analysis should be made and inter7
prated, and (d) specify the criteria used to select coy ariates for a

specific analysis. 'In addition to these concerns, several others per-
il

taining to the groups' charactefistics grand experiences a're needed for

the conclusions tcrbe interpreted appropriately.
Knowledge of the educational conditions and treatments that

the different groups experienced is of central importance in interpret,
ing the resultw of any program evaluation. A detailed description of
the programs experienced by students is a major undertaking, as
evidenced by the extensive work in FT of Stallings (1973) and Cooley
and 4,einhardt (1975a). 'Obviously, the extensiveness of the progtjam

descriptions Pepkgented by these studies usually cannot be1achieved
4

when conducting an impact evaluation, but the identification of some

essential context and program variables should he mane by evaluators

in any setting., Ignoring differences between intendedFreatments and

a
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those actually experienced, and between characteristics of the experi-

me d comparison groups, can lead to erroneous conclusions about .

the relative of the variables being evalyted. Also, little or
no knowledge is gained out how the obtained outcomes had been

affected by i;nportajit program variables .

Follow Through again provides a relevant example. The FT
evaluation was intended to assess the impact of the FT program on

participating,children, as comparred to the impact of "regular" school

/ / experiences that did not include innovative educational programs. How-
ever, the "reguler" school programs serving_ the NFT comparison
children often included other compensatory programs, such as Title I,

which at times. utilized educational material&and practices similar to

those in some Sponsors' FT instructional models. As a result, when
a FT/NFT compariion is made,. the approp;,iate interpretation of the

. results is not immediately apparent. Differences between FT and NFT

groups and their educational experiences must be integrated with the
reporting of results. A lyypothetical example 'might be, "the NFT =411P

children at the Oshkosh Ayaska, site were iimilar to the participating
FT Children at the site on all entry characteristics measured. Because
the NFT chien were from familiel whose incomes were very low,

they qualified andlparticipated in the Title I federal compensatory edu-

catibn program. This involved supplemental instruction in 'arithematic
_

,and reading and additional aid...." This type of inforination is needed
by the reader to interpret th'e results with respect to the educational,
variables actually being.assessed, and the degree to which differences
'en'outcofnes might be -expected.

Iniaddition to considerations about the comparability of the
.

educational conditions and materials the different groups experience,
. .

the evaluator must report information abotAt the similarities and dif-

.ferencel between the'grotaps experiencing the program being evaluated .

and those comprising thernparison group. In previours sections,

29
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the necessity to r eport raw and adjusted meanecin the covariates and

the dependent variable,s was noted. Suggetidns of how and where to

report the information were also indicated. Other aspects of each; -

'unique evaluation setting must also be taken into account. Within FT,

' some otthese -considerations relate to attrition and missing data, pro-

gram, requirements for participation, Ad local implementatioh and

utilization of the program. .
Attrition and missing data commonly affect the final composi-

tion of the groups being corii015aTed. 'Attrition occurs when a participating
.

`students moves, out of the FT classroom. Missing data occurs when one

or more measurements' for a participating student are missing. Due to
ithese two factors, the composition of groups in the FT evaluation has -
been shown to undergo drastic changes during the course of a four year

-educational- program. For example,-the Abt report states that
thepercent of the FT and NFT children who were tested

in the kindergarten year of Cohort II were not present at the.end of

third grade" (Stebbins, 1976, p.
Empirical investigation can be utilized to deterMine whether

attrition or missing data bias a comparison. The Abt evaluators corn-
.

pared rates for FT and NFT - students at each site, using their pretest
scoresand family income data. 'Five sites were found for which attri-

tion significantly changed the difference between groups' pretest scores,

and three sites' were identified for which attrition altered the PT/NFT

'difference in mean income. No explanation was given in the report for
the selection or limitatiOn of the investigation 'to these two variables.

A procedure was used in the Abt teport to estimate values for

the missing data for covariates. Whether or not a covariate value was

°estimated was then noted in the analysis. Several advantages to this

procedure were rioted in the Abtieport:
it avoids the risk of nonrepresentativcness due to'
,,dropping children;

i
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it avoids the logs 'of statistical power due to re-
duced sample size;

# it uses the information contained in the absen e
.presen4of the.variabIe; and
it uses the information present on other vari
for children who might have been dropped of er-
wise. (Stebbins; 1976, p.

In.any large-scale longitUdinal

have the task of selecting from numero

bles

28

.1.

the evaluator will

lternative approaches for
handling missing data, including dropping such persons from all
analyses. Each situation will dictate-considerations that will influence
the decision rules for handling missing data. We suggestlhat these
rules and their rationales be made explicit. How the ekirnatibn of
missing data affects the a;EisttrriAion that the measures are perfectly
reliable, and how the interpretation of the results might be affected
must be considered.

Federal tequirements for the FT-program also affected the.
composition

-Children enrolled in early elementary grades 'may
participate in [FT] 4projectis.... At least 50 Ilercent

4 of thie children in each entcring class shall.e children
who havespreviously participated in a`full-year, 1-1ead
Start or similar quality preschool program and who
were low income at the time of enrollment in such
preschool program...."-("Follow Through'Program",
1975, 11714-11715)'

As a result, entering kindergarte en could not be randomly

selected for participation -in FT.'- At soin ites, those students below,
poverty level were assigned to the FT clas room while students from

f the FT and NFL groups:

higher income families were assigned to the regular classrooms and

often-becain'e,part of the NFT comparison groups at the site. The

descriptive data do indicatd the existence of this systematic bias
caused by program requirements (see/Table 67. -

.31
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In r Table 6 about here
,J .

Local decisions about itpRlementation'andutilization of the FT

prograrp are more difficult to document, but Tic) less a problein for

;adequa te interpretation resalts. For example, local administrators
often used FT as a remedial program. Students who were repeating a
grade or who had. special yieeds were often placed in tilt, FT classroom.

1 The AbereporValio iiidicated,that a systematic bias exist against

ct)the FT group :, .

In most aces the Follow Theough participants.were
selected from among the "most difficult" in the
community... Some communities chose to include the

/mentally handicapped and/or emotionally disturbed.
(Stebbins, 1976, pp. A.12-13).

Although this was not the case at all sites, it does document

that the "more difficult" students were placed in FT classes. The

effects of these differences, such as the inclusion of emotionally dis-
.

turPed children-and grade repeaters, usually remain unknown because
they are not assessed by the covariates aneare not investigated in
other ways either.

These examples emphasize the need for detailed de.scriptionb

of the groups being compared, and their educational experiences.
4

This information should be coordinated with.the reporting of results
at the bite level, since.program interpretations depend upon the
similarity of the groups. The results section of the Alit : report did

describe FT/NFT group comparability both in tabular an prose 'forrt.
For example, the FT and NFT group's at a particular site were des-
cribed /.in the results sectionior that site:

The FT group'is also well below sponsor average in
." income, while the NFT i"....about average for this

sponsor.... The two gfoups are a fairly close match
on entry WRAT'and ethnic composition, though the NFT
income level is corisideraa,y higher than the FT level.
(Stebbins 19764 13. A-197
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This information permits the reader of th'e report to make more

appropriate interpretations of conclusio4 and other summary state-
., .

.

ments made by the. evaluator about a specific kites by making him/her

aware of the similarities.in entry WRAT and ethnic composition and

the considerable 'difference in income.
Summa ry

The purpo'se of this paper warto indicate some specific in-
,

formation that should be included ix, an evalnation report when ANCOVA-

type techniques are used, in order, to allow the reader to assess the
adequacy of the analyses and the appropriateneis of the evaluator's
interpretations of the results. A recurrent theme of this paper had'
been that the evaluator must recpgilize that the applicatk7 of ANCOVA

in evaluation settings requires a more elaborate, analysis and reporting.. .

/strategy than in experimental studies; due to the-failure to meet
assemptions of ANCOVA precisely, and the .existence of numerous

plausible alternative' interpretations of the results. The evaluator must

recognize that important aspects of the evaltion should be described,

in detail,. i. e,, setting, treatments, characteristics of the participants
and nonparticipants, and their educational experiences.

The major points elaborated in the paper are 'summarized

below. Those activities that evaluators often fail to carry out, or cri-
teria that are sometimes not specified in the section of the report
where they could be most useful, are emphasized:

1. Specify_the hypothesis actually tested by an analysis,
rather than only relating the analysis to a general
evaluation.

2. Describe the variables used in each analysis, the
rationale and procedure'for selecting the measures,
and the relationships among the measures, variables
and evaluation questions.

3. Use explicit criteria,to decide whether or not to
make a specific analysis, and report the extent
to which an analysis meets th e criteria:

L
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4. Use explicit criteria to decide whether to include.
ai,covariate insa specific analysis. c

...
5: Describe the)groups includedXn the, ANCOVA-type

analysis by reporting:
. 4

a) 'adjusted and unadjusted raw or. standard
means on the dependent variable(s) for

.each group,
ar

. \
-

b) summary statistics for each group on the
covariates used in*each analysis, and

a detailed description of the educational ex-
periences, of the program group and of any

. comparison groups.
.

, These points were made in an effort to reduce the ambiguity

that often ensues when reportingt,he results of ANCOVA techniques in
1

complex longitudinal evaluatibna. These considerations are intended
.., i

to improve eViluators' abilities to.communicate their findings accurately
to the nonstatisticaliy-oriented reader. A special effort is needed to
indicate the limitations of an evaluation as well as its strengths, so

, ,f-that a more balanced and accurate picture of a program and its

effects is presented to the 'decision maker, who may be puzzled and
...

, awed by the mathematical'procedlires. 1

.

r
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Table 1

Sample Summary of Effects Table
(Stebbins, 1976, p; A:6)

a

1

I
. o-

SITE A

L .
# SITE B

vI
Ri

0
...1

a.)
X
U

Ri

411 Ili

04
0

CI,

"g

(C))
...1

cu

X
U

- *4

1:1
04
0
o

fi.,
- .

Total Reading + 4- +

.

-

Total Math + - - -

Spelling -+

Language .

Raven's
.

.

Coopersmith

IARS (+) ..__

IARS (-)
,

.

,

Word KnNledge + + +

.

.

Reading + + ,
.

Math Concepts + /- -

.

_

Math Computations + - / .

. Math Problem
Solving

Language Part A
.

Language Part B .
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Domain,

) ' Cognitive

.

. .

Table 2

Domains, Variables, and Measures Used in
National Evaluation of Follow Through Program*

.,

36

(

J

Variable Measure

Metropolitan/--/ Achievement Test

MetroPolitan,Achievement Test
.

/letropolitan Achievement Test

I
Metropolitan Ac/#7Evement Test

Raven's Progressive Matrices

Total Reading
0

Total -Math

Spelling

Language

, Problem Solving

'-......

Non-Cognitive Self-Concept, oetelf-Esteem Coopersraith
4 Locus of Control Individual Achievement Respon-

sibility Scale

* .
These were' used to asses's third grade affects in the Abt evaluation (Stebbins, '1976).

our

4 Table 3 ./
Fall Metropolitan Readiness Test. Results

for Kindergarten_Students in Lam
and Cbmparison Schools

i

-School Fall Mean. , N .

LRDC School I 36.22 5t)
.

Comparison -School 1 28.32 63

LRDC School 2 37.19 42
Comparison School 2 22.69 42

LRDC School 3 29.34 87 r
Comparison School 3 23.03. 130
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Table 4

Hypothetic41. Table of.Covariates Considered for
an ANCOVA Analysis and Reasons for Dropping Those

That Were Excluded

37

Covariate Criteria Failed Covariates Included

Fall Kindergarten WRAZ
Preschool Experience -'
Sex
Ethnic Membership
Occupation

1*, 4
2

X
X

The numbers -efer to the assumptions of ANCOVA lisited in seIon 3.

.r
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COHORT I. RINDERGARTER,REGRESSION ON CONTItOL VARIABLES:

PUPIL 01/1COMES FOR PROJECT ANALYSES (4 : 330% RESIDUAL 81 251)*

14

A . ACHIEVEMENT

RIWAUF.S.106 02EFFICIENTS

MEAN S. D. ' ro RAW - ----.'STD S. E
A

QL ANT. PRESCORE -.027 .519 .690 14.470 .38)- 3.033

(0G. PROCESS PRESCORX -,029 0 .508 .440 -4.659 -.120 2.255'

READING.PRESCORE

LANCLAGE PRESCORE

-.029 .6$s 10.019 .273 1.557.

-.032 .476 .648 10.001 . .244 2.611

Al. PLPIL AGE, (MONTHS) 84.14 1.78

-.047 .425 -.041 -4.143 -.089 1.835

.216 -.095 -.008 '.168

AFFECT PRESCORE

% CLASSR00441ALE 49.03 21.59 # -.067 -.032 -.035 .036

% CLASSR LACK i 74.19 15.62 :.064 -.046 7.037 'N.085

.005 - 094 -.049 .421.,ENGLIS T LANG. 94.28 10.32-
s

Ti PRE SC OR NO. 635,) 95.58 21.67 .006 -.090 -.099 .036

% PARENTS 4/0e6 OFPL. ' 59.92 19.28 .0..019 -.019 .044,

S PARENTS v SMJEL OCCLP, 35.36 19'.63 J61 -.043 -.043 .042

% PARENTS BLACK 1111061 75.29 15.10 .017 ,.051 -.039 .018

PARENTS POVERTY ELIVIBLE 6408 18.98 -.220 -.029 -.028 .045

S HEAD HOLSEHOLD EMPLOYED 65.75 19.10 .254 .168 .164 .050

i % HEAD HOISEHOLD MALE 58.66 19.84 .115 -.082 -.083 .048
.

A P

WHAT AFFECT ABSENCE ....

A.8
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS .SIONlCIEFREGRESCOE REGRES5105 COEFFICIENTS

ro
...-..-.4-

RAW STD S. E. ro STD . E. 'Fb -IF RAW OD 4. IL
-,---

' 4 ' 1
.655 7.243 373 1.43$ .108 .594 .219 .318 .000 ,,269 .013 .992

.410 ' -2.688 -.135 1.21p, -.021 -.518 -.186-..237 -.044 .734

.670 5.238 .276 1.381 .063 -.226 :.0137 .266 .011 .125 .015 483r, Air

.816 5.008 .237 1.410 .075 :-.055 .IY18 .274 -.002 .055 '.006 .444
..

-.083 -3.069 -.129 :VII .280 .954 .193 o014 .203 .020 .600

.197 -:136 -.024' .2g1r .041 -.007 -.008 .049 -.017 -.036 -.015 .153

-.06,2' -.013 -.028 .0194' :AP -.041 -.213 .09 1

'253 -.047 7.,074 .04Ik .017 -.008 --.095

.044 .010

093
.4:"37 .027 .027

.000. .001 . .021 .097 :018 1.026skika -.054

.001 -.048 -.10 .019 :105 dos .077'. . 033 .007 .036 .012 f

-.188 , .001 .003 .024 -.107 -.004 -.056 .004 -.015, -.018 ...OBI. .014 *1

.103 -.012 -.024 .022 .130 .008 .123 .004 .-.025 -.009 -4042943

.048 .073 .110 .047 .057 ..013 .108 .0094: -.139 -,,053 -.193 :432e

-.178 .003 ,.006 .024 -.415 -.104 .004 100 .014 .063 .014 .

.334 .082 .155 .027 .024 7.072 .00$ -/144 -.032 -.144 .014

.103 .038 -.071. .024 .002 .030 .006. .... 043 ..001 -.006 .015

.42

.51111AR% STATI#TICS , \, 6 o
.

14
s, "-.----2,.....,..- .

MEAN. . 1,26.91 84,98
IP

t

ARIANCE .

,#:.
383.56 101.22

mutIpLE'R" .778 .70
d.4.-.04.- .

ARIA.scz-Ont COY'S Je
r

foos

ELIMINATED 160.68

*from Ernrick et al. (1973, p.
; -

f

a

.584

4

46.88

t

13.24

15.00

.315

.100

17.21
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Table 6

DeErcriptive.CharacteriEhics of the National Population,
the Follow ThroughSample, andthe Non-Follow Tihrough Sample

Median.Income

National FT
.

NFT

$9590 $4450 $6060

% Minorities -13% 8 Wit 79%.

% Preschool 4.9% 81% 57%

Fall WRkr . NA :... 29.7 29.4

J

4`)

.40
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Appendix A*

-1/4* A-I

4

Given the peed to provi e information to deicision makers,' the essential

qtroblembecomes the development of an evaluation approach that will provide the
most,!iialid and comprehensive information possible. , To this end, Follow Through
evalUation planne's (USOE, SRI) adopted a quisi-experimental design, selecting
at each site .a comparison group as similar to the treatnlent group as possible.
Since this design does not suggest a single "appropriate" analysis, we have sub-
jected the data to a variety of "apProxiniately appropriate" analytic procedures, so
as not to be overly confined,by the drawbacks of the design. The multiple strata-
gies approa.ch anticipalid the common and valuable practice of performing secondary

analyses such,as those performed on the Equality of Educfk-tional Opportunity data. .

Any single analytic treatment of quasi-expeimeneal data is .inevitably subject to

,well-founded,rnethodologicat criticism, especially' when the data are beint used to
assess the impact of majoi educational progrithb. Subsequt reanalyses using

p.

other techni es andrappraa.ches help to assess the validity of the original-results.
Ueuafly, after everal reanalyses have been accomplished and a body of literature'
accumulated`, all available ihformatiOn--4'fritegrated to refine and clarify under-

standing of the problem (or p-rografn), ur analytic ,cross-validation anticipates
. - * ,

some of the more obvious reanal wild provide other researchers with a
.

broader basis 'or designing further thoughtful apirbAhesp the Follow Thrpugh data.

4

.*This appendi4 is quoted from Siebbi4 (1976, p. -46.).
Yy
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Appendix /:):4

5

411 'Mon-Cognitive Outcomes and Classroom Environment

Although the RFP calls for consideration of the "nonachievement
factors which contribute to classroom environment," it does hot spell out

. Y

what these factors might tie. It was suggested that the design'er review -'

this ar* and propose what definitions and instrumentation,- if any, should
.., .-

be included in the Individualized Instruction Study. Our approach to this

task has been twcx-pronged: (1) t determine whether non - cognitive student

outcomes can and should be mea red, and, 12) to determine whether it is
possible d desirable to assess the effect of programs on,,the total class-.

. room environment.

We do not recommend that non-cognitive student outcomes be assessed

in tile study for two reasons. First, although schooling, individualized or
. -

not, may indeed have an effect on some non - cognitive outcomes, the theore-.
_ 4ical basis for such a belief is not well developed. Without.a sound basis,'

it-is futile to-attempt to measure non-cognitive or social outcomes since it
is not clear what to measure or how to make caaal,argurnents if effects

care found. A second argument against the test of social outcomes is that
4

their measurement in the primary grades is still,in a primitive state.
Our consideration of non-cognitive or socal outcomes began with the

generation of a list of outcomes that designers of instructional. programs

have. claimed will be affe&ed by their pro.grams (e.fg., self-concept, inquiry
skills, autonomy), The next step was to locate/Instruments that purport to
measure these specific outcomes. 'the short duration of the study-ruled

-out the possibility of; developing such instruments from scratch. Existing
.

instrufnents dre located, screened, and eliminated from further considers-
tion if they failed to meet'any one of the following criteria:

4cThis appendix quoted from Cooley and Leinhardt (1975 b)..
11
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1. Thetristrument could not be, highly correlated with read-
: ing and Mathematics ability. If it were, it would

measure little not already measured by the achievement
hest battery.

g. The instrument had to measure the-eocial variables in
question, i. e., it had tebe valid as'measured byStandard
measures of validity.

3. The instrument had to be reliable as measured by stan-
.

dard riCeasures of reliability.

4. The instrument must havebeen designed or adapted for
use in the primary grades.

5. The instrument must be usable from art adhainistrative
standpoint. This criterion would rule out instrumepts
that are described in the literature but are otherwise
untraceable, those that require an extrbitant amount of
pupil/examiner time (in excess of three hours pe,pupil),
an9 those that require a highly trained examiner or coder.
it.ntimber Of projective tests like doll-play were eliminated
under this criterion. -

the results of the search for an instrument that would meet these

criteria were disappointing. Not one instrument of the many considered was
.

totally acceptable. Table 3. 1 lists some of the tests that were rejected and

a criterion they failed. They may have failed other criteria, but thiiinforma-
tion was not recorded becauset the test reviewers eliminihted an instrument

I

ilppn failure to meet one criterion.
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